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Accelerating Your Zero Trust 
Journey in Federal Government
A Holistic Approach to Zero Trust: Reduced Complexity and Risk
Zero Trust is a strategic approach to cybersecurity that secures an organization by 
eliminating implicit trust and continuously validating every stage of digital interaction. 
It’s a way for government agencies and departments to build resilience into their IT 
environments. The Zero Trust Model has become increasingly important for the federal 
government due to President Biden’s unprecedented Executive Order on Improving the 
Nation’s Cybersecurity and the more recent federal Zero Trust architecture strategy from 
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Signed in the aftermath of multiple 
consequential cyber incidents, the Executive Order and OMB strategy lay out a series of 
actions that U.S. federal departments and agencies must take to strengthen their cyber 
defenses by the end of fiscal-year 2024. Leveraging standards and guidance developed by 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Executive Order and OMB 
strategy emphasize the importance of adopting a Zero Trust Model across all network and 
cloud environments. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/M-22-09.pdf
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Palo Alto Networks has been helping the federal government move toward Zero Trust for several years 
through our work directly with agencies and as part of the NIST National Cybersecurity Center of Excel-
lence. We were selected as one of 20 vendors that are actively collaborating with NIST on making Zero 
Trust actionable. 
Deployed properly, the Zero Trust Model is a strategic approach to cybersecurity that simplifies and 
unifies risk management under one important goal: to remove all implicit trust in every digital trans-
action. This means that regardless of the situation, user, user location, device, source of connection or 
access method, cybersecurity must be built in by design in every network, connection and endpoint to 
address the modern threat landscape. While some government departments and agencies have stepped 
up efforts to adopt a Zero Trust Model, unfortunately, many are still struggling with implementation, 
which can be challenging. We recommend mapping out your journey using our Zero Trust Enterprise 
approach and relying on a trusted advisor to help you along the way. 
By becoming a true Zero Trust Enterprise, departments and agencies will enjoy greater cyber resilience 
through consistent, improved and simplified security operations, keeping data safe while complying 
with government mandates.

Zero Trust Today:  
A Modern Security Approach for Federal Government    
In today’s environment, federal departments and agencies have reached a tipping point: many users 
and apps now reside outside of the traditional perimeter. A hybrid workforce is a new reality. Depart-
ments and agencies must provide access from anywhere and deliver an optimal user experience. The 
days of managing implied trust by relying on a static, on-premises workforce are gone. At the same 
time, application delivery has firmly tilted in favor of the cloud – public or private – and has enabled 
development teams to deliver at an unprecedented pace. However, new architectures as well as new 
delivery and consumption models create more instances of implied trust, an expanding catalog of apps 
creates a broader attack surface and implied trust granted to microservices yields new opportunities for 
attackers to move laterally. Infrastructure can be anywhere, and everything is interconnected, making 
the elimination of implicit trust even more critical. You can no longer simply trust IT equipment, such 
as printers or vendor-supplied hardware and software, because IT and workplace infrastructure are in-
creasingly connected to internet-facing apps that centrally command and orchestrate them. Anything 
internet-facing is a risk to your organization. Physical locations are increasingly run by internet-con-
nected devices, which typically have more access than they need. 

The Zero Trust Enterprise: Making Zero Trust Actionable   
The biggest challenge to adopting a Zero Trust approach is not a lack of specific security tools but rather 
a simple lack of resources (talent, budget, interoperability, time, etc.). Running the most current secu-
rity controls against a moving target – a dynamic threat landscape – has been a privilege reserved for 
a few well-resourced organizations. So why would Zero Trust work this time for the masses? Through 
Palo Alto Networks extensive experience and comprehensive set of security capabilities, the Zero Trust 
Enterprise introduces consistent Zero Trust controls across the entire organization. As Forrester noted, 
“Palo Alto Networks has essentially either procured, acquired or built every tool or capability an orga-
nization could need to operate a Zero Trust infrastructure. Palo Alto Networks is assembling a robust 
portfolio to deliver Zero Trust everywhere – on premises, in the data center and in cloud environ-
ments.”1  Instead of testing, running and fixing multiple nonintegrated security controls across all your 
security domains, such as malware or data loss prevention, you can rely on one single control that can 
be deployed across your entire department or agency. Security by design becomes a reality as the time 
and cost of deployment and operations all decrease. Moreover, leveraging the network effect of teleme-
try from the entire enterprise and not just from one specific area means that the time to respond to and 
prevent cyberthreats decreases as well, leading to more resilient cybersecurity. 

1.  The Forrester Wave™: Zero Trust eXtended Ecosystem Platform Providers

https://start.paloaltonetworks.com/2020-forrester-ztx-report?utm_source=social&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=-%20FY21Q1%20Forrester%20Zero%20Trust%20eXtended%20Wave%20report.
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A Trusted Partner:  
More Than a Decade of Zero Trust Experience    
With thousands of customers and deployments, Palo Alto Networks is a Zero Trust pioneer with  ex-
perience across the entire security ecosystem, including network, endpoint, Internet of Things (IoT), 
critical infrastructure and more. We know that security is never a one-size-fits-all approach. Here’s 
what makes our Zero Trust Enterprise approach different: 
• Comprehensive: Zero Trust is a methodology and should never focus on a narrow technology. Instead, 

it should consider the full ecosystem of controls that many organizations rely on for protection.
• Actionable: Comprehensive Zero Trust isn’t easy, but getting started shouldn’t be hard. For example, 

begin with what you have. Think about what current set of controls can be implemented using the se-
curity tools you have in place today. 

• Intelligible: Your Zero Trust approach should be easy to convey to both nontechnical and technical 
leaders in a concise, easy-to-understand summary.  

• Ecosystem friendly: In addition to having one of the most comprehensive portfolios in the market, 
Palo Alto Networks and its broad ecosystem of security partners have an unparalleled ability to make 
your Zero Trust journey a reality.

A Comprehensive Zero Trust Approach:  
Users, Applications and Infrastructure   
At its core, Zero Trust is about eliminating implicit trust across the organization. This means eliminat-
ing implicit trust related to users, applications and infrastructure. 
• Users: Applying Zero Trust to users is a key step in any Zero Trust effort. It starts with strong identity 

controls that must be continually validated for every user, using best practices, such as multifactor 
authentication and just-in-time access, which is granting users access to applications or systems for 
a predetermined period of time, on an as-needed basis. Without strong identity management, Zero 
Trust policies and controls are much less effective and can be nearly impossible. 

• Applications: Cloud transformation provides strategic advantages for government agencies and de-
partments. It enables new cloud native application development practices and faster application roll-
out. The right time to architect your security to fit your cloud transformation is while you’re moving 
workloads to the cloud and adopting DevOps principles. Many organizations today are applying Zero 
Trust principles to modernize their cloud native security strategy. For cloud native environments, a 
Zero Trust architecture continuously runs cybersecurity checks at every stage of the software devel-
opment lifecycle. From a development and DevOps perspective, this results in safe and frictionless 
application development. 

• Infrastructure: We have often responded to each emerging threat with a new tool or technology. Re-
search shows that on average, an organization runs 45  cybersecurity-related tools on their network.2  
This heterogeneous environment means that IT teams often have poor visibility and control over 
unmanaged resources, such as IoT devices and supply chain infrastructure, which have been major 
factors in recent high-severity security breaches. That means for everything infrastructure-related, 
including routers, switches, cloud and especially IoT and supply chain resources, eliminating implicit 
trust is even more critical and must be addressed with a Zero Trust approach.  

2.  The More Cybersecurity Tools an Enterprise Deploys, the Less Effective Their Defense Is 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-more-cybersecurity-tools-an-enterprise-deploys-the-less-effective-their-defense-is/
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For each of the three pillars – users, applications and infrastructure – it is critical to consistently take 
the following actions:
•  Establish identity using the strongest authentication possible. The request is authenticated and au-

thorized to verify identity before granting access. This identity is continuously monitored and validat-
ed throughout the transaction. 

•  Verify the device/workload. Identifying laptops, servers, personal smartphones or mission-critical 
IoT devices that are requesting access, determining the device’s identity and verifying its integrity are 
all integral to Zero Trust. The integrity of the device or host requesting access must be verified. This 
integrity is continuously monitored and validated for the lifetime of the transaction. In the case of ap-
plications, cloud and infrastructure, the requested device, microservice, storage or compute resource, 
as well as partner and third-party apps, must each be validated before granting access. 

•  Secure the access. Agencies must ensure that users only have access to the minimal amount of re-
sources needed to conduct an activity. Even after authenticating and checking for a clean device, 
least-privilege access must still  be ensured. 

•  Secure all transactions. To prevent malicious activity, all content exchanged must be continuously 
inspected to verify that it is legitimate, safe and secure. Data transactions must be fully examined to 
prevent data loss and attacks on the organization through malicious activity.

The Security Operations Center: An Essential Function      
The security operations center (SOC) continuously monitors all activity for signs of anomalous or 
malicious intent to provide an audit point for earlier trust decisions and potentially override them if 
necessary. Using broad agency data collected from network, endpoint, cloud and other access points, 
the SOC leverages user and entity behavior analytics, threat hunting, anomaly detection and correlation 
rules in the security information and event management tool to double-check all trust decisions. This 
is possible because the SOC has a wide view of the entire infrastructure versus a subset of information, 
such as separate firewalls or endpoint telemetry. When this information is examined across the entire 
infrastructure rather than in individual silos, the SOC has the ability to discover things that would nor-
mally go undetected. 
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Figure 1: Each pillar requires validation across identity, devices/workloads, access and transactions
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Palo Alto Networks: Your Partner for Zero Trust      
The federal government is managing data more broadly and rapidly than ever, enabling critical mis-
sions that underpin our national security, economic stability and public safety. More data in more 
places combined with executive mandates means a holistic, government-wide Zero Trust strategy is 
imperative. Palo Alto Networks is a trusted partner of hundreds of national and federal departments, 
bureaus and offices. Our enterprise and cloud offerings can protect the mission for civilian and defense 
agencies in critical operating environments while assisting you on your journey toward Zero Trust.

Additional Resources      
Find out more about how you can strengthen security with Zero Trust. Visit the Palo Alto Networks 
Services resources to find out more about our support offerings to help you maximize the value of your 
investment and protect your department or agency. Contact the Palo Alto Networks federal team for 
additional information or visit the Palo Alto Networks federal website.

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/zero-trust
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/services.html
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/industry/federal#public-sector-contact-form
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/industry/federal

